Comportement asymptotique du coe cient de di usion e ectif dans le domaine des faibles viscosit s R sum : On tudie le comportement asymptotique du coe cient de di usion e ectif associ des op rateurs elliptiques avec un terme du premier ordre de type potentiel, lorsque le terme du second ordre tend vers 0. En supposant que le potentiel est une perturbation al atoire d'une fonction p riodique donn e et que cette perturbation n'a ecte pas fondamentalement la structure du potentiel, on d montre la d croissance exponentielle du coe cient de di usion e ectif. On tablit de plus son asymptotique logarithmique en fonction d'un niveau de percolation convenable associ au potentiel al atoire.
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In the present article we consider the asymptotics of the e ective di usion for elliptic operators with vanishing di usion and with potential rst order terms, the potential being a statistically homogeneous eld.
The homogenization problems for singular perturbed operators have many important applications, among them uid dynamics in porous media Bear 5] or groundwater pollution Fried 11] . In the recent years, various such questions were considered in detail for the operator with divergence free vector elds. Many interesting asymptotics were constructed for the periodic case Bensoussan In contrast to divergence free case, where the e ective di usion is usually much greater than the initial one (see, for instance, Fannjiang Papanicolaou 9]), we typically have in case of potential vector eld the exponential decay of the e ective coe cients.
For operators with periodic coe cients this phenomenon was investigated in Kozlov 14] and Kozlov Piatnitski 15] where the logarithmic asymptotics of e ective coe cient was found in terms of Morse properties of the potential on the torus of periodicity.
The operators whose rst order terms are not potential but show in a way similar behavior, were considered in Kozlov Piatnitski 16] , where the logarithmic asymptotics of the e ective di usion was established.
In the present work, we study a particular case of operators with random potential rst order terms. Namely, we assume that the potential is a random perturbation of a given periodic function. Considering this random perturbation, we assume that it does not change essentially the topological structure of the initial potential. This allows us to use the results from the percolation theory and to nd the required asymptotics in terms of the proper percolation levels.
All the exact assumptions are provided in Section 1. Then, in Section 2, we prove the general result on asymptotic behavior of homogenized coe cients. One of the key condition of this statement is non-explicit. In Section 3 we present a couple of su cient conditions expressed in explicit terms.
The setup
Let us consider a potential on R 2 (with orthonormal basis fe 1 ; e 2 g) of the form U = U 0 + U 1 where U 0 is a deterministic smooth potential which is supposed to be periodic with with period 1 in each coordinate directions. We denote the cell of periodicity 0; 1] 2 by 2 and identify it with the 2D torus T ; U 1 is an isotropic random eld, it represents a small random perturbation of U 0 .
If S denotes the rotation matrix of angle =2, we suppose that:
(ii) the distribution of U 1 is invariant with respect to any integer shift of R 2 and to S: law(U 1 (S x)) = law(U 1 (x)) for all x 2 T , (iii) there exists 0 > 0 such that jU 1 (x)j 0 , for all x 2 R 2 , a.s.
The two rst conditions ensure the isotropy of the e ective media.
Under condition (i), the potential U 0 has a speci c structure: in the simplest case other cases rely on the same arguments the minimum number of degenerate points that U 0 could admit on T , i.e. points x such that rU 0 (x) = 0, is four: one minimum point x min , one maximum point x max , and two saddle points x s .
In R 2 minimum points, maximum points, and saddle points will be denoted x min , x max , and x s respectively.
Without loss of generality we may assume that in R 2 , the set of maximum points is X max = Z 2 , then the set of minimum points should coincide with X min = Z 2 +( 1 2 ; 1 2 ), and the set of saddle points with X s = Z 2 +(0; 1 2 ) Z 2 +( 1 2 ; 0), (see Figure 1) .
The case of a more general potential U 0 (x), having more singular points, including minimum points, could be treated with the same reasoning.
We make the following hypothesis: Hypothesis 1.1 For all minimum point x min (the set of minimum points is where X(x min ; e i ) is the set of functions 0; 1] 3 t 7 ! X(t) 2 R 2 such that X(0) = x min , X(1) = x min + e i , and which are homothetic to 0; 1] 3 t 7 ! X 0 (t) 3 R 2 n X max de ned as follows: X 0 (t) = x min + t e i . We suppose that f (x min ; e i ) ; x min 2 X min ; i = 1; 2g is a family of independent random variables.
This last assumption is rather non explicit, a couple of su cient conditions that ensure the above independence are supplied in Section 3.
Consider the following homogenization problem:
for some bounded domain Q in R 2 . We assume rst that the viscosity parameter is small and xed, and pass to the limit as " # 0. Then we study the asymptotic behavior of the e ective (scalar) di usivity ( ) as # 0.
E ective di usion
In this section we show that, under Hypothesis 1.1, the logarithmic limit of the e ective di usivity ( ) can be found in terms of a proper critical percolation level of the potential U. After standard transformations, Equation (2) reads:
(from now on we will always suppose that u " 2 H 1 0 (Q)). Multiply each term of this last equation by e ?U( x " )= so that:
Without loss of generality, we can assume that: ess inf x2R 2 U(x) = 0 :
Then, for any > 0, e ?U( " )= f * ( ) f weakly in L 2 (Q) as " # 0, where:
Moreover log ( ) ! 0 as # 0.
For each , the family of operators appearing in (3) is coercive, uniformly in ". Thus, it su ces to homogenize the following pde:
Then, v " u " as " # 0 (in the sense that these functions have the same limit in H 1 0 (Q) as " # 0). Clearly, we can omit both factors and ( ) for a while ;
we end up with the equation:
INRIA According to Jikov et al 12] , under above conditions, Equation (6) admits the e ective di usion matrix ( ) which is isotropic: ( ) = ( ) I and the scalar e ective di usion coe cient is supplied by the following variational problem:
Lower bound A n : the set of ! such that there is a smooth curve from X(x 1 min ; e 1 ) of length not greater than n such that its 1 n neighborhood is included in G ? (!). In our case, A 0 could be also de ned as the event: the set of ! such that G ? (!) \ (2 1 2 2 ) contains x 1 min and x 2 min .
Clearly n>0 A n = A 0 and, hence: lim n"1 P(A n ) = P(A 0 ) : (8) It is also obvious that under our assumptions on the structure of U, the above events are independent for di erent pairs (x 1 min ; x 2 min ) of neighbor minimum points.
Consider standard bond percolation model using minimum points of U 0 as sites, and let p c be the critical probability of the appearance of the in nite cluster: p c = 1 2 . We de ne the critical value c as follows: P(A 0 c ) = 1 2 ;
or, if such a c does not exist: c = inff ; P(A 0 ) < 1 2 g = supf ; P(A 0 ) > 1 2 g : (9) This last equality is, in fact, an additional assumption which is supposed to be ful lled later on. For all > 0 small enough, P(A 0 c+ ) > 1 2 . Thus, using (8), P(A n c+ ) > 1 2 for su ciently large n. We x such a n and denote it by n 0 ; we also denote p 0 = P(A n 0 c+ ). We say that a bond (x 1 min ; x 2 min ) is open if the corresponding ! belongs to A n 0 c+ (x 1 min ; x 2 min ). As proved in Kesten 13] , for almost all realizations and for all su ciently large N, the square 0; N] 2 contains at least c(p 0 ) N mutually non intersecting channels connecting left and right sides of the square. Finally, we arrive at the following conclusions: n 0 (here`is a variable directed along the pipe after rescaling). Indeed, taking a smooth pipe included in Q m and choosing, if necessary, a larger value of n 0 , one can achieve the above lower bound.
After rescaling x = " y, " = 1=N, we nd: B 0 : the set of ! such that there is a path connecting x 1 max and x 2 max which belongs to X(x 1 max ; e 1 ) and which is included in G + (!).
B n : the set of ! such that there is a smooth curve of length not greater than n such that its 1 n neighborhood is included in G + (!). Comparing this setting with the one used for the proof of the lower bound, one can easily see that: c = maxf ; P(B 0 ) < 1 2 g = minf ; P(B 0 ) > 1 2 g :
Thus, for any small positive we have:
This implies the existence of n 0 = n 0 ( ) > 0 such that:
We use the notation p 0 = P(B n 0 c? ). In the same way as above one can assert that for su ciently large N, the Proof Each periodic cell has two saddle points x 1 s and x 2 s , for each one of these saddle points x i s (see Figure 2) we denote by x i;? min = x min and x i;+ min = x min + e i the two neighbor minimum points, symbol + corresponds to the greater value of one of the coordinates. Similarly, by x i;+ max = x max and x i;? max = x max ? e 2 (if i = 1), = x max ? e 1 (if i = 2) we denote the neighbor maximum points.
We begin by constructing a periodic family of su ciently small neighborhoods Q(x s ) of saddle points x s 2 X s that possesses the following properties (see Figure 2 and Figure 3 We are going to show now that for 0 < =2 the random variables (x min ; e i ) are independent. To this end we consider arbitrary two neighbor minimum points x min and x min +e i and a minimizing sequence of curves f' ( )g such that ' (0) = x min , ' (1) = x min + e i , ' 2 X(x min ; e i ) and max 0 t 1 U('(t)) (x min ; e i ) + :
Due to the structure of U 0 and the choice of Q(x i s ), the intersection of '( ) with Q(x i s ) is nontrivial for all su ciently small . It is also clear that ' only U('(t)) < (x min ; e i ) ; for all t < 1 and t > 2 :
Thus (x min ; e i ) only depends on fU 1 (x) ; x 2 Q(x i s )g, and the statement of the lemma follows.
2
The proof of the next assertion is similar to that of the preceding lemma and will be omitted. Lemma 3.2 Let U 1 (x) be statistically homogeneous eld (whose distributions are invariant w.r.t. any shifts) supported by Lipschitz functions, and suppose that jU 1 (x)j 0 ; jU 1 (x 1 ) ? U 1 (x 2 )j 1 jx 1 ? x 2 j ; x; x 1 ; x 2 2 R 2 ; INRIA and that fU 1 (x) ; x 2 S 1 g and fU 1 (x) ; x 2 S 2 g are independent whenever dist(S 1 ; S 2 ) > . Then for su ciently small 0 , 1 and the random variables (x min ; e i ) are independent.
